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Issue 10 / Oct 2022
Editorial
Dear Reader,
Welcome to the last edition of INSPIRE-5Gplus newsletter. This covers the period from August to
October 2022 and glimpse of how project has progressed its work.
We are proud to share the news INSPIRE-5Gplus participated at ETSI Security Conference
where experts presented on the Security SLA assurance in 5G network slices applying ZSM
principles to secure 5G. In addition, there was a Booth setup for demonstration of the ETSI ZSM
PoC #6
We are happy to share that H2020 INSPIRE-5Gplus project (ICT-20) co-organizes, with
AI@EDGE (ICT-52) project, a CloudNet2022 workshop named “Platforms and Mathematical
Optimization for Secure and Resilient Future Networks”.
If you would like to stay up-to-date with our activities and results, we recommend to follow us on
Twitter where we regularly post under @INSPIRE_5Gplus. In addition, you could also regularly
check the News section on our project website.
We hope you find the information in our newsletter interesting and valuable, and we look forward
to any questions or comments.

Kind regards,
The INSPIRE-5Gplus Team

Results
INSPIRE-5Gplus
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enablers highlight
the new capacities
of security
commitments
The Orange « Salon de la Recherche et de l’Innovation » was held the 18 to 20 of October in
Chatillon (92 – France). During this event the INSPIRE-5Gplus project was presented in a
dedicated room with a total of 5 enablers. The aim was to explain and exhibit an integrated
demonstration over a Kubernetes infrastructure. INSPIRE5Gplus enablers highlighted the …
Read more.

Press release
INSPIRE-5Gplus
Press release covering the activities
conducted in the project INSPIRE5Gplus has been published in the
October issue of the "Nova Ciencia"
Spanish national-wide journal. This
release focuses on Development of
an intelligent system security and
control for networks 5G and 6G. It
also suggests how digital and
sensorized society is heading to an
even greater interconnection. It
mentions development …
Read more.

INSPIRE-5Gplus
at the Future
Network World
Forum
INSPIRE-5Gplus supports at Future
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Network World Forum. This forum
aims to bring experts from industry,
academia, and research to exchange
their vision as well as their achieved
advances towards future networks of 5G and beyond and encourage innovative cross-domain
studies, research, early deployment and large-scale pilot showcases that address the challenges
of future networks. INSPIRE-5Gplus supported in multiple ways starting …
Read more.

INSPIRE-5Gplus
mentioned in
Cigref
Cigref - Futuribles International
working group presents a report on:
The outlook for 5G in 2030 in France
and Europe. This report gives an
overview on 5G network technology
trends and how this technology will evolve in next 10years. It attempts to “the answer” to the
economy and society’s growing communication needs: how the deployment of 5G will lead to …
Read more.

Events
Joint INSPIRE5Gplus and
AI@EDGE
workshop at 11th IEEE International Conference
on Cloud Networking (IEEE CloudNet 2022)
11th IEEE International Conference on Cloud Networking (IEEE CloudNet 2022) is being held in
Paris, France from 7–10 November 2022. H2020 INSPIRE-5Gplus project (ICT-20) co-organizes,
with AI@EDGE (ICT-52) project, a CloudNet2022 workshop named “Platforms and Mathematical
Optimization for Secure and Resilient Future Networks”. During this workshop several
mathematical approaches delivered by INSPIRE-5Gplus projects, will be presented and in
particular: A …
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Read more.

INSPIRE-5Gplus
contributes in
International
Conference on
Future Internet of
Things and Cloud
(FiCloud 2022)
9th International Conference on Future Internet of Things and Cloud (FiCloud 2022)was held in
Rome by Rafał Artych from Orange Polska S.A. The theme of this conference was to promote the
state of the art in scientific and practical research of the IoT and cloud computing. It provides a
forum for bringing together researchers and practitioners from academia, industry, and …
Read more.
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